
Persistent Telecom (PTI) installs cellular
phone service, SMS text messaging and
wireless data services on any ship without
pulling any wires.

PTI has developed an innovative, new
approach to add cellular and other wireless
features to cruise ships using existing
infrastructure.

PTI’s systems can be installed while the ship
is in service (no major dry dock retrofit
required).

Persistent Telecom is an MVNO, with Network
Operations Centers connected to the Global
Roaming Alliance. Persistent Telecom can
complete calls and route traffic from
anywhere, directly to your commercial phone
number.

nanoSEA™ systems can be used to replace
DECT crew phones.

Oasis of the Seas

For backhaul off the ship, PTI’s nanoSAT™
software interconnects with any commercial
satellite system.

The nanoSEA™ Linux based platform,
efficiently manages all voice and data using a
single server.

nanoSEA™ systems include GSM, CDMA,
SMS, 2G, 3G, LTE and other high speed Wi-
Fi data services.

nanoSEA™ are VoIP compatible and can be
integrated with the ship’s VoIP PBX.

Cell phones can be provisioned as VoIP
extensions.
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Persistent Telecom is an MVNO, with Network
Operations Centers connected to the Global
Roaming Alliance. Persistent Telecom can
complete calls and route traffic from
anywhere, directly to your commercial phone
number.

Communication with the outside world over
any satellite network.

The nanoSEA™ system’s low cost of
ownership enables a quick ROI paying for
itself with increased productivity.

Maintain coordinated communications
between management and key personnel. nanoSEA™ systems improve productivity,

increase privacy and enhance worker safety
with the convenience of text messaging.

PTI’s systems include an open source
Asterisk server which enables hundreds of
standard telco features like voice mail,
conference calling, caller ID and even POS
wireless credit card processing.


